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PLEASE ENSURE THIS MANUAL IS READ IN FULL, PRIOR TO ANY CREW INSTALLATION 

OR REMOVAL. FOR ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE GET IN TOUCH WITH OUR EVENTS 

FANTASTIC TEAM ON 07 5520 4648 OR VISIT WWW.EVENTSFANTASTIC.COM.AU 

 

Figure 1. 

Choose a clean, dry location to install the party backdrop frame, allowing two crew members to clip together 
all frame pieces and apply the party backdrop with two small step ladders.  Please note the number coding 
on each section of the frame and join each corresponding numbers with the correct frame sections as per 
the following instructions. 

 

Figure 2. 

Begin by constructing the upright bars at locations 1, 8 and 7 to the provided metal baseplates.  Remove the 
provided screw from the base, as shown in the above picture, with the provided Allen key. 
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Figure 3.   

Stand each upright frame with base plate attached and ensure that baseplates are facing front to back to 

stabilise the structure and weight of the party backdrop. Join together and then connect frames 1/8 to the 

corresponding numbers.  Repeat with section 8/7. 

 

 

Figure 4.  

Connect the curved corner sections 2/3 and 5/6 to the top cross section number 4.   
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Figure 5.  

With the assistance of a crew member and two small step ladders attach section 4 to its corresponding 

section and repeat on the ends with sections 2 and sections 6. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.  

Ensure the frame is stable.  Install the party backdrop cover with two crew members on step ladders.  Raise 

one side over the frame and gently pull along the top of the framing until both sides can easily slide down to 

the bottom of the framework. 
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Figure 7. 

When the party backdrop is evenly covering the frame, find the zippers at either end of the bottom of the 

party backdrop.  Connect the zippers and pull them closed towards the centre of the party backdrop framing.  

The Party backdrop is now installed and can be easily shifted into position by lifting at either end of the party 

backdrop.  

 

Figure 8. 

Please take note of all the party backdrop pieces provided, including the blue frame storage bag and party 

backdrop bag.  Please carefully fold the party backdrop, unclick all framing, and return it to the freight bag.  

Follow the return freight instructions provided by your Events Fantastic team. 

FOR ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE GET IN TOUCH WITH OUR EVENTS FANTASTIC TEAM ON 07 5520 4648 OR 

VISIT WWW.EVENTSFANTASTIC.COM.AU 


